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Sacred Heart receives replica of Chinese artifact
Rubbing links Christianity to China now a permanent fixture
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Caryn McTighe Musil is the senior vice
president at AAC&U.

Sacred Heart
chosen
among top |
23 schools by
AAC&U_
Kathleen Vissicheli
Staff Reporter

Contributed Photo

The replica of the ancient rubbing was presented to Dr.Cernera by Sr. Charlesworth and Sr. Farrington.

Elizabeth Robertson
Staff Reporter
Worlds collide at Scared Heart
University when a Chinese artifact is
donated to the university connecting
Christianity to China.
On Sept. 11, 2007, Sr. Nancy
Charlesworth, director of the (Dffice of
Immigration Services in Bridgeport,
donated an artifact that is a rubbing of a
Chinese stele.
The replica stands about six feet
tall and three feet wide, contained in a
gold frame. On the rubbing there are
hundreds of white Chinese characters in

contrast to the black ink.
“A stele is a commemorative
monument carved in stone. They could be
found in someone’s courtyard or the resi
dence of a bureaucrat,” said Dr. Thomas
Curran, Ph.D., associate professor and
Chair of the Department of History.
The artifact given to Sacred Heart
is a rubbing of a stele.
‘To make a rubbing the stele is
laid flat and a layer of ink is rolled over it.
Then paper, most likely rice paper, is laid
over the ink and with thick cotton pads the
paper is very delicately patted for hours,”
said Curran.
This particular stele dates back to
the year 781 and the rubbing was made

during the seventeenth century, according
to Curran.
The stele contains references to
Christianity indicating the presence’ of
early missionary work.
Dr. June-Ann Greeley, assistant pro
fessor of Religious Studies, and Director
of the Center for Catholic Thought, Ethics,
and Culture, said, “The writing describes
Jesus, but refers to him as ‘the living light’
or ‘the light of the world.’ The Christians
doing the early missionaiy work used lan
guage familiar to them [tne Chinese].”

See ALUMNI on page 2...

Sacred Heart was recently select
ed as part of the Association of American
Colleges and Universities (AAC&U)
national initiative Core Commitments:
Educating Students for Personal and Social
Responsibility.
The program is designed to stimu
late discussion ^out social and personal
responsibility programs and impact cam
pus involvement to promote educational
outcomes for students.
The AAC&U put out a call for
proposals to schools interested in integrat
ing their five dimensions of personal and
social responsibility.
‘’Our proposal stated that we
would begin by integrating the dimensions
all across our common core classes, and
with the freshman mentor and advisor pro
gram but they were also impressed with our
past efforts and programs,^’ said Michelle
Loris, Professor and Associate Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences and chair of
the University’s Core Committee.
• Sacred Heart was selected among
the 23 schools because the AAC&U was
impressed with the universities commit
ment to social and personal responsibility
prograitis on campus.
“We liked what programs were
already developed and we liked what

See SHU on page 2...
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Ancient Chinese artifact is being displayed on campus
Elizabeth Robertson
Staff Reporter
This piece gives evidence
that Christianity existed in China long
before originally thought.
“It’s an important piece because
it shows Christianity [in China] back in
the eighth century,’’ said Greeley.
Historically, Christianity does not
show up in China for several hundred
more years.
“Most Christians in China date,
at the earliest, in the sixteenth century,”
said Curran.
The original stele is cared for in
Xian, a museum in China where there
are several other steles, said Curran.
The rubbing, made in the seven
teenth century, has been in the care of
Charlesworth for several years, but she
did not know what to do with it.
“Although she [Charlesworth] I
thought it was beautiful, she did not |
want it,” said Greeley.
I
“They decided to give it to I
the University because of the work he I
[President Anthony J. Cemera] does to I
promote interfaith dialogue. He reach- I
es out to other countries and faiths and I
she [Charlesworth] felt this was an I
appropriate place for it,” said Greeley. I
In addition to being thyiresident
of Sacred Heart University, Cemera is
also the president of the International The artifact is the earliest known link of the
Federation of Catholic Colleges and
Universities.
“A rubbing from a Chinese tablet ning room, which faculty and administra
that talks about Christian faith is a perfect tors attended where a reception was held
metaphor for everything he does,^’ said where Charlesworth spoke.
Students have not been told about the
Greeley.
artifact because it is not yet on display to
Although Sacred Heart is now in the
public. It is currently being held under
possession of this valued artifact, here on locked
campus there has been very little publicity building.supervision in tne Administration
surrounding it.
They are trying to figure out the
“I’ve never heard of it, but it seems
like one of those things you would get best place for it, Greeley said.
“Keeping in mind that the rub
10 emails about,” said Kristin Comeau,
bing is several hundred years old, it needs
sophomore, Shrewsbuiy, Mass.
According to Greeley, there was a to be looked at by a curator to decide how
wine reception held in the president’s din- to best preserve it. The curator needs to
determine if factors such as light, humid-
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practice of Christianity to ancient China.
ity, or the glass of the frame, need to be
regulated to properly care for this piece,”
said Greeley.
Greeley did not know where the
artifact would be put on display but suggested the Library as a-possibilityr-

“A display in the new chapel
would be a nice place for it,” said Danica
Lalli, senior, Coram, N.Y.
Comeau thought the same, “I feel
the chapel should have some kind of his
torical religious connection,” she said.
Some students hope to be told
when the rubbing is on display.
“As a history major, I think it

would be really interesting to see some
thing like that, especially when it’s right
here on campus. I wish I knew more about
it,” said Lalli.
___________________________
Not all students share Lalli’s curi‘ this historical
..............................
■ ’•t real!'
'Ijfc
in
item, “f don
have any interest in seeing it, but 1 can
see how someone interested in history or
religion would,” said Comeau.
Regardless of their interest in this
historical artifact, students will have to"
wait a little longer before they can see it
for themselves.

SHU nationally recognized for core commitments plan
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

because it will be eye opening for administrators
to see what students think, its meant to start a dia
logue on campus,” said Humphreys.
Looking into the near future Loris explained
that in addition to the survey, there is a plan to
bring together the full time faculty, freshman men
tors, advisors, other personnel from student affairs,
campus ministry, and student learning in an all day
institute that will become the leadership team who
will start embedding the five dimensions across the
curriculum.

they said they wanted to develop,” said Debra
Hunmhreys, Vice President of Communications
and Public Affairs for the AAC& U.
Among the schools accepted into the con
sortium are Babson College, Bowling Green State
University, Michigan State University, Portland
State University, and Wagner College.
This initiative, started to embed personal
and social responsibility objectives pervasively
across the campus, was planned out as objectives
“I’ve heard about some of the curriculum changes
for students to strive to achieve.
“Our mission, education purpose, and that have been going on this year, but they really
strategic plan are all consistent with the five dimen don’t have anything to do with me, because my
sions of personal and social responsibility, that core classes wont change,” said Kaitlyn Atwood,
consistency is very evident in our common core,” junior, Hinsdale, N.H.
According to Dr. Loris, this recognition is
said Loris.
According to Loris, a team of adminis yet another external validation of the universities
trators and faculty was selected at Sacred Heart leadership as an education institution in the catho
University, for a week long training session where lic intellectual tradition.
“I think it [being accepted into the
faculty and administrators worked with the other
schools in the program on different methods of AAC&U’s national initiative for core commit
ments] is a really good thing, and it makes me real
integrating the ohjectives into the curriculum.
The integration originally was planned ly proud and excited about where I go to school,”
to be done in a way that would bring together the said junior Julie Mecca, North Caldwell, N.J.
work of student affairs and academic affairs.
According to the AAC&U the next step
is taking an inventory of the personal and social
Spring Break '08
responsibility programs on campus.
The survey is given to students, adminis
Lowest prices Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco
trators, faculty and the office of student affairs.
Free Meals & Drinks
’‘The object is to gather information
Book by Nov. 1
evident on our campus as to what extent'those
Hiring Reps. Free Travel & Cash
dimensions of personal and social responsibly are
Exciting new destinations
already embedded in the culture of the university,”
Costa Rica, Europe, Punta Cana
said Loris.
Sacred Heart is stressing just how impor
www.sunsplashtours.com
tant it is that students take this survey by offering
the chance to win a Westfield Shopping town girt
I-800-426-7710
card if the student fills out the survey by October
5,2007.
“It is important that as many students from.
different age groups and social groups participate

Contact News Editor Britany Price; priceb@sacredheart.edu
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Chapel construction stirs up controvery Letter to the
editor
Donations designated exdusiveiyfitr Chapel create concision
The article in last week’s Spectrum about

Samantha Selvaggio
Staff Reporter
Still unsure where the
pieces to the chapel construc
tion puzzle fit together?
Here is some clarity to
hopefully end the ongoing
confusion filling the halls and
homes of Sacred Heart and its
community.
Due to the fact that the
chapel inside the academic
building is on the smaller
side, students, faculty/staff
and members of the Sacred
Heart community expressed
their concerns regarding
their qualms with its limited
space.
Students like Liz Bilotta,
sophomore, Newton, Mass,
said she is still in the dark
about many of the issues
behind the project.
“I don’t know how every
student feels about the cha
pel being built, but I know
I speak for some [students]
when I say that there are more
important things that Sacred
Heart could use the money
for, like more dorms,” said
Bilotta.
There’s no question that
'’Qie reputation of Sacred Heart
University has reached new
heights, in turn making the
university a top choice for
incoming freshman.
Funda Alp, Director of
Communications, has shed
some much needed light on
this seemingly contentious
topic.
As the University has
grown, it is clear that the
present chapel is not adequate
for our needs.
“We can’t even hold
Sunday mass in it,” Alp said.
“Also, according to Dr.
Cemera, as quoted in a pre
vious Spectrum article, ‘we
want to be serious about the
Catholic identity of our cam
pus. All great Catholic uni
versities have a place of wor
ship that has integrity, which
is what our campus needs as
well,”’ said Alp.
Much of the controversy

it shows that Sacred Heart is the building of the new chapel offered many
involved with its community positive thoughts about this project, as well as
by taking this initiative and legitimate concerns that are on students’ minds.
by working together,” said I’d like to briefly address some of them.
Mannino.
Why a chapel, and why now? Aren’t there
Students
like
Ryan other more pressing needs out there?
Mongillo, junior. Northford,
The university has a phased master plan
have been in full support of in the works, which includes not only a chapel,
bringing along the new addi but a new library and academic center which
tion.
will increase classroom space.
“Initially, I felt that there
If you look online, you will see how all
were better places where the these buildings will offer an integrated archi
money could have been used tectural design and will begin to shape the
until I was informed that the main campus around a new central quad.
donations given to us were
So, why begin with the new chapel?
solely designated for the There are some purely practical reasons.
building of our chapel,” Sara
The chapel project doesn’t disrupt our
Dastoli, senior, Pittsfield already tight parking situation.
Mass.
The other buildings will impose on exist
“I think that the sug ing parking areas and will require new parking
gestion of building a chapel arrangements to be in place before commenc
at Sacred Heart University ing construction.
is a great idea as a whole,
The best location for future parking lots
because it allows people and structures is still being discussed within
from all over the community the parameters of the master plan.
to come together as one and
Another practical concern has to do with
it’s an even better benefit to the needs of a growing University population.
the students since they can go The present chapel is deficient for our circum
to church right on campus,” stances. Every mature Catholic university has '
The Spectrum/ Emily Gumb
said Mongillo.
a free-standing chapel and this is an important
The Chapel is a constant source of controversy on campus.
For those who are not statement that we have come of age.
affiliated with the catholic
Building the chapel on the site of the for
response to the chapel occu donors who offered money religion, it is not costing them mer quad will preserve this area as a beautiful
to the project, it does not extra more money, Mongillo central anchor for the University and ultimatepying parking spaces.
stems from fact that
student’s have either
misconstrued facts or
are simply just unaware of
facts.
“The chapel is being built
in the center of the university’s
campus, it does not impact
the parking situation,” said
Dr. David L. Coppola, AVP
for Administration, Wilton, in

Students

like

Jennifer

Mannino, sophomore. Old
Bridge, N.J., think the cha
pel is a positive addition to
the Sacred Heart campus,
although some are still in
search for answers concern
ing funding and reasoning
behind the decision.
“I think it’s awesome that
we are going to have a chapel
for the school, but I don’t
understand some things about
how they decided to do this,”
said Mannino.
“The fact that they aren’t
updating the library until
the chapel is finished con
fuses me. The student body
needs the library, because it
is essential for college work,”
he said.
Contrary to popular
belief. Sacred Heart was not
given a donation in which the
university could freely decide
where to use the money.
In most cases, people

have given specifically to the
chapel. Donations have also
been given to the other build
ing projects, said Alp,
Students can put to rest
the idea that the funding for
the chapel is coming from
student tuition thanks to Dr.
Coppola.
“The funding for the
chapel comes from different

come from tuition dollars,”
said

said.
Sacred Heart made tlie

To finance the master decision of adding on the new
plan of the building of the university chapel with confi
chapel a focused fundraising dence that it will in fact ben
efit its university, its students
effort was started.
“Donations are com and its community.
“I’m pretty excited about
ing from all over the SHU
community-alumni, trustees, the new chapel being con
friends, parents, faculty, staff, structed on campus, I think it
others in the community, and will give all of us a chance to
take a break from our school
even students,” said Alp.
Knowledge of the plan work and de-stress for an hour
behind Sacred Heart’s deci of our day and be together,”
sion to add the new chapel, said Mongillo.
“It’s nice to see a catholic
has allowed Sara Dastoli,
senior, Pittsfield, Mass, to school showing pride in what
have a better understanding they believe in and doing
and a new appreciation of what’s best for the univer
sity.”
change on campus.
The new university cha
Fortunately, these clari
pel
will
help build a sense of
fications of where the money
community,
custom and faith,
was coming from provided a
in
religion,
people,
and future
new outlook to some of the
building
plans
campus
wide.
students who had mixed emo
tions about the subject.
“It is nice to see that the
outside community cares and

Check out SacredHeartSpectriim.com
for more articles about:

- Jena Six Petition prompts students to wear black

-Salvation through Hating God lecture by Noel Sheth, professor of Indian
Philosophies and Religions at the Pontifical Institute of Philosophy and
Religion

ty create a new inviting and reVaxvng, quad area
The new chapel,
'being used for
daily and weekend religious services, will
offer space for other educational purposes.
It will address religious and spiritual
issues through lectures, concerts and ecumeni
cal/ interfaith events. Although it is a Catholic
chapel, its doors will be open to aU in the
University community.
Beyond practicalities, there are other
important reasons for making the construction
of a new chapel a priority. These have to do
with the University’s identity.
As we know, the new core curriculum
will confront students with questions like:
“What does it mean to live a life of meaning
and purpose?” The presence of the new chapel
will visually call out questions of meaning and
transcendence.
It will remind us of the central issues
in life as we go about day to day practical
concerns. It will remind us of the ethical
dimension of our intellectual and professional
pursuits as well.
It will demonstrate our faith’s openness to
truth in all academic disciplines arid aU areas
of life. The choice to build a new chapel first is
a wonderful symbol of the priority of spiritual
matters to all our endeavors: academic, profes
sional and personal.
A committee is already meeting to plan
the events surrounding the dedication of the
new chapel, which should occur sometime in
the fall semester next year.
This will include not only the solenrm
dedication liturgy, but other cultural, educa
tional, social and spiritual events as well. This
will be the first of many ways the new chapel
will bring our community together for years
to come.

Rev. Mark Villano
Director of Campus Ministry

News
Chinese imports not passing safety inspection
Americans checking labels after recent poll shows need for higher concern
Shannon lanni
Staff Reporter
A recent poll conducted by the
Sacred Heart University Polling Institute
shows that more Americans are checking
labels for nation of origin, manufacturer,
or ingredients in lieu of a current stream of
dangerous imports from China.
According to the poll, when asked
about a statement suggesting Chinese
imports be suspended until it is determined
that the Chinese meet United States prod
uct and food safety standards, 86.3 percent
of people agreed.
Less than half of Americans sur
veyed, 46.7 percent agreed that the United
States is doing a good job ensuring imports
meet established safety and quality stan
dards.
Yet 87.4 percent still said they have
confidence in American-made and pack
aged products and foods.
Dr. Balbir Bhasin, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of International Business at
Sacred Heart University’s John F. Welch
College of Business said that students
should be worried.
“We should be conscious of the
labels we buy,” Bhasin said.
The cost of producing in America
has become so high that it is uneco

nomical to produce in the United States.
Businesses go to where the markets and
resources are.
“They [citizens] are wrong for
thinking the only reason for going abroad
is lower cost. The second reason [we go
abroad] is lower cost. The first reason is
that someone else can do it better than us,”
said Dr. Bhasin.
Legislation and taxation are so high
in the United States that manufacturers
look for ways to produce their product in
a less expensive way. Students like Ryan
Campbell, senior, Quechee, V.T., think part
of the reason we go abroad is because the
labor is more readily available at a cheaper
rate.
“Because of Americans tenden
cies to try to get products made cheaply it
leads to outsourcing. We sacrifice quality
for a larger profit,’^ said Ryan Campbell,
senior, Quechee, V.T.
When we do business abroad we
need to take into consideration the safety
factors of inspection, Bhasin said.
“The world today has become
interdependent,” said Bhasin.
“We are all dependent on each
other’s strengths and capabilities.”

Manufacturers find produc
ing abroad so positive that some invest.
Businesses today are living in a vety
dynamic environment; they know they will
get a response quickly, Bhasin said.
Businesses nave a small margin
for error, and react promptly upon recalls
or lack of safety.
It is required by law that every
product being invested has a country of
origin label so that American manufactur
ers can manage the input and safety of
products coming into the United States.
The SHU Polling Institute takes
their polls one step further..
The University’s polling institute
complete completed 1,000 telephone inter
views with people nationwide from August
27-September 8, 2007. All statistics were
done proportional to population from each
of the 50 states.
“We ask why,” said Jerry Lindsley,
Director of the Sacred Heart University
Polling Institute.
“They are trying to get a
more ethical and moral standpoint on
the issues, reflecting the traditional back
ground of the university,” he said.
The committee evaluates the

angle of reasoning behind why people
think the way they do. _
Students like David Backman,
junior, Saro, Sweden, are not aware of the
poll and don’t know what it is about.
“I’m not sure what you’re talk
ing about, but if it’s bad, yes we should be
concerned,” said Stephanie Sakellarides,
sophomore. Plainview, N.Y.
Some students are concerned
about Chinese imports being in America
after not passing inspection.
^‘Personally, I wouldn’t want to
go to the grocery store and buy a product
mat isn’t safe,” said Jennifer Reho, junior,
Naugatuck.
“It’s someone else’s job to check
and make sure what they’re supplying us
with is okay to buy. When I spend my
money on something, I want to be sure that
it’s fine,” said Reho.
“I think that if we’re spending all
this money for safety, we should be more
or less worried with what’s definitely com
ing in the country more than what we fear
could come into the country,” said Dan
Falanga, junior, Malverne, N.Y.

Alumni return home for weekend festivities
Kimberly Grammas
Staff Reporter

fully our prayers will be answered
for today’s game,” said Andrade.
The stands by the football field
were filled with students and par
They probably didn’t recognize
ents full of pioneer pride.
the campus after its newest renova
People were pressed up against
tions.
the fence watching the game. The
They probably didn’t recognize
Sacred Heart event staff had a con
all the people they saw on campus
cession stand tent set up with food
throughout the day.
and drinks where students could
However, for the most part, the
use their Sacred Heart identification
graduates of Sacred Heart University
cards to purchase hotdogs, ham
were just happy to be back, back to
burgers, chips and soda.
their alma mater.
There was also an apparel tent
An assortment of activities was
set
up
where attendees could pur
planned for Sacred Heart’s 2007
chase
Sacred
Heart clothing and
Homecoming weekend.
memorabilia.
“The gathering and the games
The halftime show beg’an
[during homecoming weekend] are
around
2:30 p.m., despite the rain
really fun,” said Kruti Naik, gradu
Contributed Photo
and
the
dance team performed fol
ate student, Stratford of the weekend Homecoming was a time for the alumni to return and mingle with the current students.
lowed
by
the marching band.
festivities.
“My friends and I always
Some of the highlights of the
look forward to the halftime show
weekend included a parade begin
“I’ll be there with my body paint
“It was really great to come back to
ning at 11:30 a.m. at the administration Sacred Heart for this year’s homecom ed,” said Ted Fifield, sophomore. North during homecoming. We love to watch the
building which followed the road through ing. I came back to see my sorority sis Babylon, N.Y. prior to the football game dance team perform and they did a great
job this year,” said Amanda St. Bernard,
campus and ended at the William H. Pitt ters,” said Greeley.
on Saturday.
Center.
A pre-game prayer was held at the junior, Dedham, Mass.
In the faculty parking lot the alumni
The spirit of Sacred Heart students
Students gathered outside the fresh started their day early.
FLIK patio where a prayer was said for
and
alumni was in full swing helping to
men residence halls to watch and take pic
“I didn’t realize that this was an all both football teams to support the team
make
the weekend a success despite the
tures of those marching in the parade.
day event. In the past I remembered it and give thanks.
rain.
“I really enjoyed the parade, it was a being a huge occasion but I never thought
“Personally I believe that the pre
“This year everything was a lot more
good spirit booster for the football game,” alumni were going to really take over game prayer is going to build a bridge
said Thomas Sands, senior, Newburgh, the university like they did,” said Joseph between campus athletics and campus organized and hopefully after I graduate it
N.Y.
ministry, letting the athletes know we will be even better,” said Racelle Deshaies,
Merendino, senior, Bronx, N.Y.
Decorated floats and cars tore up
Students gathered in the faculty park are here for them,” said Jared Faircloth, senior, Chicopee, Mass.
Alumni weekend was eventful; stu
the path leading to the William H. Pitt ing lot and in the William H. Pitt Center junior, Niantic.
Center along with the Multicultural Club, parking lot to tailgate before the football
Students like Cassandra Andrade, dents had the chance to be supportive of
and SHU Force, the cheerleaders and the game against Duquesne.
senior, Scarsdale, N.Y. were already antic pioneer athletics and were proud to belong
band.
Tents were set up in the faculty lot ipating the pre-game prayer for the next to the tight knit community that is Sacred
Heart University.
Some alumni, like Fiona Greeley, where a live band played and barbequing game.
alumni. Mountainside, N.J. cameback to and socializing were among the top priori
“We can’t wait for the next games to
see more than just the parade.
continue to support the pioneers and hopeties for the return of the alumni.
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Habitat sleep-out brings homelessness to the forefront
Alexandra Prim
Staff Reporter
Only some people will ever expe
rience the feeling of lying on the rigid cold
ground without any reruge from mother
nature and the unknown.
The members of the Sacred Heart
University chapter of Habitat for Humanity
are among the few.
Every year. Habitat for Humanity
.invites students to spend the night sleeping
outside in order to simulate what homeless
people experience in order to help students
better understand the issue of poverty.
“I think it, [Habitat for Humanities
Sleep Out], is a great program for students
to get involved in,” said Megan Wood,
Assistant Director of Service Learning and
Volunteer Programs who is from Port Jeff,
N.Y.
This year the sleep-out took place
from Friday Sept. 21 at 8p.m. to Saturday
September 22 at 8a.m. outside the aca
demic building.
The point of the sleep out is to
raise awareness and inspire others to take
action in the local community and on cam
pus.
“Those students who aren’t
already involved in Habitat for Humanity
are impacted the most,” Wood said.
Although the Sleep-Out is a fundraising event, the proceeds are intended
solely for one purpose: FLIK employee
Sharon Sanders and her family are going to
be the proud recipients of a home.
Senior and Vice President of
Habitat for Humanity, Shane Dolan, Bristol,
R.I. was abiding by his self-made maxim,
“Even the littlest contributions go a long
way.”
“The smallest actions sometimes
make the biggest impacts,” said Dolan,
in reference to how much the contribu
tions will be able to impact people like the
Sanders family.
Out of all the organizations on
campus. Habitat for Humanity is most
familiar with construction.

♦'

The Spectrum/ Holly Finneran

Students gathered around the Flik patio for the annual Habitat for Humanity sleep out.
that we had set up, and we mostly just kept
warm by the fire,” said Stephanie Reyes,
sophomore.. Queens, N.Y.
The president of the university’s
Habitat for Humanity, Kaitlin Gerberville,
senior, Hillsborough, N.J. said she felt a
real passion for the causes of Habitat for
Humanity.

Phyllis Machledt, Habitat for Humanity
Advisor and Director of Service Learning
and Volunteer Programs, Easton,showea
confidence in the ability of students to raise
sufficient funds for Sanders’ house.
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“We played wiffle ball, did some
ice breakers, and some people played
card games. We hung out and got to
know each other. Over the course of the
night, some people took naps in the tents
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ment is $1,025 a month,” said Machledt
who emphasized the awareness of the
affordable housing crisis as an important
part of the message that the sleep-out
sends.
“Although the sleep-out is over, no
donation is too small or too late. Every bit
of monetary gain helps toward the building
of the Sanders’ home and goes directly to
that specific cause,” said Machledt.
The event itself lasted only one
night but created a lasting impact on all of
its attendees.

“I once again realized how blessed I am
that my
own
and that I can
, parents
*
. . a home
™
go to a great school. There ^e so many
f^ies_*at would^ dream of having the
opportunities
~
‘that I do,” she said.
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Habitat for

(«»yilumanity focuses ~oa~helping to Build
' bouses for those in Fairfield County who
are in need of a home.
The members of Habitat for
Humanity do whatever is needed to help
erect the house. Currently, volunteers have
begun constructing a living space for the
Sanders family.
Sanders, excited and grateful
for Habitat for Humanity’s assistance,
expressed much happiness at the prospect
of a new home for her family.
While Habitat puts great effort
into the realizing of these homes, the ben
efiting families do not simply wait to move
in. Each family receiving a home must
put in 500 hours of sweat equity to remain
qualified.
Those receiving the homes work
for 200 hours on their own home and 300
hours on the homes of others. When they
purchase the house that is built for them, a
zero-percent interest mortgage is given to
them, making a home that would not have
normally been affordable, a feasible real
ityAnother reality, though, is that of
the affordable housing crisis in Connecticut.
The existence of this problem is one of the
main reasons behind the sleep-out.
Dolan said for him the sleraout functioned as “a wake-up call for
when people get caught up in the rush of
things.^’

“The habitat sleep-out is impor
tant to the surrounding community because
we are helping to change a city. By making the issues of poverty, homelessness
and substandard housing [aware to all] we
are educating others,” (jerberville said.
Gerberville said she is always
humbled by an event like this.
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Perspectives
How
to
face
the
fall
season
Xrissy s

Kristina Seligson
Staff Columnist
Falling leaves and dropping temperatures. It’s- time to put away your
terry cloth and bring out the velour.
Why? Autumn is quickly approach
ing.
This season can come and go
in a flash and believe me, you don’t
want to miss it. Luckily for us,
Connecticut is one of the best places
to experience fall and I’m here to tell
you why. I have compiled my own
little list featuring what I believe to
be the best things to do and the best
places to go on a gorgeous fall day.
J. , What is the most unique aspect
"81 an autumn in New England? It is
the foliage, of course. So, number

one on my list is to take a drive up the
Merritt Parkway once the leaves start to
change. It is breathtaking, I promise you.
There are also ways to enjoy this time
of year from the comfort of our own cam
pus. Try and make it to a few more foot
ball games before it gets too chilly. Grab
some of your friends and head up the hill.
Games are a great place to hang out with
friends, meet new people and show some
school spirit.
There are also plenty of things to do
off campus. One of my favorite places to
spend a weekend afternoon is on Post Road
in downtown Fairfield. If you haven’t been
over there yet I strongly suggest that you
take the 10 minute drive and experience it
for yourself.
You will find a quaint little town with
some great shops and restaurants for you
to peruse. You can easily spend an after
noon or an entire day just walking around
and checking it out, I know I have. So the
next time you find yourself with nothing
to do on a nice Saturday or Sunday, you
can hit up a few of the spots on my little
tour guide.
I usually start my day off by stopping
at the Starbucks on Black Rock Turnpike
and treating myself to a delicious vanilla
iced coffee. Then I head over to Tiffany’s
Nail for a relaxing manicure/pedicure.
Once my nails are all polished and pretty,
I might decide to continue the pampering
with a tan at Beach Bum Tanning. After
all, that summer tan is fading fast.
If that kind of thing doesn’t interest

you. I’m positive that something else wUI.
Post Road is home to some of the cutest
and trendiest clothing boutiques around.
Take a look inside The Snappy Gator, The
Front Page or Cargo Bay for some of the
latest fall fashions. Their items can be a
little on the pricy side, but keep your eyes
peeled because there are frequent sales.
Now, there’s more to see in this little
Fairfield treasure than tanning booths and
clothing stores. Get lost in Borders book
store for a while. There are two whole
floors filled with something for everyone
and a coffee shop as well.
By now you’re probably getting hun
gry. Grab a bite at one of the many restau
rants in the area. Bravo, Archie Moore’s
and Caffe 4 Quattro are all delicious and

affordable places to get lunch. After that
you will be replenished and ready to visit
a few more shops?
If you are over the age of 21, defi
nitely drop by Twisted Vine before you
head home. They specialize in highly rated
wines under $15. A nice bottle would be
the perfect complement to dinner on a
crisp autumn evening.
There’s one more adventure on my
list. It sounds a little cheesy but in my
opinion, this is a seasonal must: pumpkin
picking. Bring some friends or your boy
friend or girlfriend for the ride and have an
incredibly fun day. There are places to go
as close as Trumbull, so check it out.
I hope you all have a fabulous fall.
Until next time, thanks for stopping by.

The Spectrum/ Tim Sherry

Bravo is the spot for food during the day and drinks at night for the 21 + crowd.
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Food For Thought

Best pizza in town
Shelley Thomas
Staff Columnist

Pizza anyone? If you are looking for
a great place close to campus you may be
in luck. Mario the Baker, located on 4414
Main Street in Bridgeport really hits the
spot.
As college students, pizza can be one
of our main food groups or a craving. This
restaurant is a great Italian pizzeria that
serves great food for a great price.
Mario the Baker is deceiving to the
eye. A simple brick building on the side of
this busy main road can be easily missed
if you aren’t looking for it. Well, I’m
glad I didn’t judge this book by the cover,
because I would have missed out on a
fantastic meal.
This restaurant is very small, yet
quaint, with no more than 15 tables inside.
The atmosphere is warm and welcom
ing. Low lighting, flower centerpieces,
Italian music and paintings of Italy set the
tone. The ambiance is casual yet elegant,
making this a perfect place to go out with
friends, family, or on a date.
A hang out for locals and visitors
alike, this place can be busy even on a
Tuesday night. Don’t be surprised if there
is a long wait for a table, but know that the
food is well worth the wait.

After ordering our food, there was
plenty to eat and do while we waited. An
enormous basket of bread arrived at our
table immediatly.
Besides people watching, each place
mat is a map of Italy, providing interesting
dinner conversation to pass the time.
The pizza was served piping hot right
from the oven. After having just one bite.
I can honestly say it’s the best pizza in
town.
Mario the Baker has a wide-ranging
menu of Italian cuisine, such as, spaghetti,
grinders, lasagna, ravioli, veal, chicken,
seafood and calzones. With prices ranging
from about $10 to $19 it is easy to find a
delicious meal that is also affordable.
For the 21 and older crowd, there is an
exquisite wine menu offering a variety of
reds, whites, and blush wines by the bottle
and the glass. If you are not interested in
wine, there is also a selection of domestic
and imported beers to choose from.
I was also very impressed with the
service. Although it was rather busy, the
attention to our table was impeccable. I
never waited for a thing, nor did I feel
rushed.
When the pizza was gone and it was
time to pay the bill, I was left feeling
satisfied and happy with my dining expe
rience. If I could meet Mario myself,
I would shake his.hand and tell him
how truly delicious his pizza really is.
When you are living away from home,
you know that good pizza can be very
hard to find. Somehow it is very difficult
to locate a place that just quite meets up
to whatever kind of pizza .you know and
love. .
So, do yourself a favor; leave your
residence hall and take a break from cam
pus food for a night. Treat yourself to
what Mario the Baker has to offer. Buon
appetito!
Until next week, happy dining.

He Said/ She Said...
What we do to unwind

Shaun Mitchell

Kate Brindisi

He said

She said

Going to bed with a full mind is dan
gerous, so doing certain things can help
you forget your woes.
First, I like to put on music. The
kind of music depends on the kind of
mood I’m in. Generally I like relaxing
to soothing music like Dave Matthews
Band. It puts me at ease and takes the
edge off. Other times. I’ll listen to ran
dom music from Madonna to Billy Joel.
Music is a very individualized thing - so,
make it yout own.
If I don’t feel like listening to
music. I’ll read a book. I know it’s scary
to actually open a book, but sometimes
books can engross you to the point where
you absolutely loose yourself and forget
about your own life for a while. I think
that is a major way to relax. Open a book,
lay down, and loose yourself.
When I don’t feel like reading I will
put on a movie. To me, the motion pic
ture is the single greatest discovery of the
modem world. Movies are storytelling at
its finest, and it is one of the best ways to
relax at the end of a long day.
I like to put in a movie that I’ve seen
a bunch of times because I can fall asleep

Stress is just a fact of life and school
of course causes added stress. Being a
senior in college means a big change is
near.
We are not only approaching gradua
tion, but also we are being thrown into the
so-called real world, anyone would be a
little bit stressed.
I find that the best way to deal with
stress is first making a list of everything
I need to accomplish and put it in priority
order. Once it is on paper it,doesn’t seem
as bad as you make jt out to be in your
head.
It is all about time management. I
like to go to concefts and go out with my
friends every chance I get. I know that I
don’t like to have work to do on the week
ends, so I get everything done during the
week. I hate scrambling on Sunday night
or Monday morning to get my reading and
assignments done.
Sometimes you just need to take a
break and when I feel overwhelmed I do
just that. I know if I don’t than I will not
be able to concentrate and nothing will get
done anyway.
I can finally relax once I have plotted

without missing anything.

out when 1 will accomplish my work and

iffH’ Laul'tMir cenisitdy not least; if I need-

to relax, I will turn on my Playstation
2, and rock out to some Guitar Hero.
There’s nothing more satisfying than
wailing a few chords on “Sweet Child ‘o
Mine” or “Stmtter”.
Getting mesmerized and letting the
stress out through the green, red, yellow,
blue, and orange buttons is a great way
to unwind after a day of craziness on
campus.
Take it easy and relax. There’s a lot
more life to live.

■Toiow that-f-can-stiH-socialize:-";; 5 .-

My friends and I go to concerts to
relax and unwind, although some might
wonder how being in a crowded room with
loud music is relaxing. I’d rather sit and
listen to music than just take a nap.
Going out with my friends, going
to concerts, and a little shopping is what
keeps me sane. I would much rather go
to a show at Toad’s Place in New Haven or
the Space in Hamden to see a band, then
go to Harborside and “pump it up”.

spring Break 2008
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Arts & Entertainment
As weather gets cool, fall TV heats up
Kristin Balbi
Staff Reporter

FOX/Matt Groening

“The Simpsons” is just one of the shows people are
looking forward to this fall.

Summer may have come to an end, but new seasons of
everyone’s fall television favorites are just beggining, start
ing this week.
‘The one thing I love about the fall is that you know that
your not going to be bored because all you do it turn on the
TV and your bound to find a show that interests you,” said
Alexandra Roberto, senior. South Hampton, N.Y.
Ranked ninth on TV.com’s Top 25 shows, “Family Guy”
is here for a new season.
“’Family Guy’ is a great show. It’s hilarious. The things
they come up with on that show are just pure genius,” said
Mark Getto, junior, Allendale N.J.
The CWll’s new series, “Gossip Girl” ranked 10 out
of 25 on TV.com’s Top 25 shows and already has many
hooked after watching last week’s first episode.
Others felt differently about the new show.
“ I guess I had higher expectations of the show from
the commercials. When I watched it I thought it was too
much drama for one show. I don’t know if I would watch it
again,” said Heather Jones, sophomore, Colts Neck N. J.

“The Simpsons”, which started in 1987, and ranked 17
on TV.com’s list, still has viewers in love with its comedy
and is here for a brand new season.
“’The Simpsons’ is by far the best show ever. I have been
watching it for as long as I can remember and I can’t wait
to watch the new series,” said Sean Sullivan, junior. West
Babylon, N.Y.
“The Simpsons” is a show that has been on for 20 years
and is still going strong as a primetime animated classic.
“I have watched “The Simpsons” before but I feel like
it’s more of a show for guys. I am actually looking for
ward to watching Nip/Tuck. Now, I feel, that this show is
something both sexes can get into regularly,” said Morgan
Farrell, sophomore. Brick, N.J.
In its fourth season, “Nip/Tuck” ranked 22 on TV.com’s
Top 25 Shows.
“ I am really looking forward to the new season of
‘Nip/Tuck.’ I am addicted to that show. I have all the old
episodes and I watch it regularly,” said Jennifer Ferraiolo,
junior. North Haven.
These shows are just some of the many shows that
people are looking forward to. So sit back, relax, and enjoy
this year’s new season premieres.

The Griffins are back for a fifth season and 100th episode
Shawn Cohen
Staff Reporter
What better way to start off fall premiere week than
with one of America’s favorite families, the Griffins?
Millions of television viewers will be tuned in to this
week’s prime time as networks begin to release new
seasons and series that will grace the airwaves during
premiere week...........
“Family Guy” is back in 2007 for its fifth season. The
season opener, which aired Sunday on FOX, was an hourlong spoof on the George Lucas epic “Star Wars.”
An executive from 20th Century Fox told Variety that
“Family Guy” creator Seth MacFarlane is a big “Star
Wars” fan. Lucas approved the parody that would kick off
the new season. MacFarlane even provided an early pre

was all basically new material I never heard before. It
wasn’t the same old jokes like last season.”
“Family Guy” wasn’t the first animated sitcom to
mock “Star Wars.” Seth Green, the voice of Chris, is also
the producer of “Robot Chicken,” an animated series on
Cartoon Network’s “Adult Swim.”
Earlier this summer. Green’s show also did an animated
Griffin family gathered around the telfcvlslbn'lintifg'black- ’ spdOf on “Star wars." MacFarlhne jokes about the themd
out forced Peter to tell a story for their entertainment. The of the episode through a conversation between Peter and
episode then lampooned the intro from “Star Wars” with Chris. Peter and Chris step out of character for a moment
as MacFarlane and Green jokingly took digs at each
the floating paragraphs disappearing into space.
The characters turned into the famed films’ with Chris other’s show.
This season of “Family Guy” has more to offer as
as Luke Skywalker, Lois as Princess Leia, Peter as Hon
Solo, and ever-evil Stewie as Darth Vader.
the show approaches the airdate of its 100th episode.
“It was hilarious,” said Drew Santos, junior, Marion, According to Variety, the episode will be a two part spe
Mass. “I put the new episode up there with the movie. It cial, set to air in November.
miere of the episode at the latest “Star Wars” convention.
“I was really looking forward to watching ‘Family Guy’
for the season premiere. I think it’s a really funny show
and I thought the first episode was creative and hilarious.
Stewie is my favorite character,” said Colleen Deegan,
senior, Massapequa N.Y.
The episode began like many previous episodes with the

‘Gossip Girl’ brings west coast drama to the east
Jessica Rodriguez
Staff Reporter
The CWll’s new hit series “Gossip Girl” brings
the drama of the west’s “The O.C.” to the east
coast.
;
Airing last Wednesday, Sacred Heart students
seem optimistic about episodes to come.
“I really liked it. For some reason, the way the
narrator was unknown reminded me of ‘Desperate
Housewives,”’ said Amanda Neglia, senior, Staten
Island, N.Y. “She wasn’t a character in the show,
but she knew everything about everyone’s life.”
This new drama features scandalous relation
ships and high fashion of privileged preppy school
teens on Manhattan’s Upper East Side.
“It was kind of funny to me how these 17-yearold kids were drinking martinis at the bar but it
wasn’t a problem for anyone. I understand high
school kids today find ways around the law and
drink underage, but their ways seemed a lot less
sneaky, and a lot more glamorized,” said Neglia.
According to CWll’s website, “Gossip Girl” is
based on the popular series of young-adult novels
by Cecily von Ziegesar. The stories demonstrate life
in the big city from a teenager’s perspective, which
currently no television series has approached.
“I absolutely loved the premiere episode of
“Gossip Girl,” said Matthew Libassi, senior.

Shoreham, N.Y.
“As much as I want to believe Serena will stay
away from her previous bad girl image. I’m just not
buying it. It’s like trying to believe Paris Hilton will
stay out of jail for the rest of her life,” said Libassi,
referring to a secret reveled of a love triangle dur
ing the premiere.
“’Gossip Girl’ is definitely going to be a guilty
pleasure, and I can’t wait to see what happens
next.”
The executive producers include Josh Schwartz
and Stephanie Savage from “The O.C.”. According
to an article from the New York Times by Melena
Ryzik, the producers genuinely capture the quintes
sential meaning of the book series. However, trans
lating that high-society world into contemporary
teenage culture was tricky.
“I thought it was going to be the sort of Disney
version of the books, really toned down and corny,”
said author, Ziegesar in the Ryzik article.
“They [Schwartz and Savage] got everything
right,” said Ziegesar. “I was thrilled.”
The feedback and reviews from the season
premiere of “Gossip Girl” are seemingly positive
according to a small survey of students on campus.
What remains to be seen is whether this show can
become the leading primetime drama or if its rat
ings will plummet like its sister show, “The O.C.”

TheCW/KCBailey ....
“Gossip Girl” made its debut last week on the CWll.
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America’s Next Top Role Model
R.6P0KT

Olivia Soriano
Staff Reporter
From modeling lingerie to successful
ly producing two television shows, Tyra
Banks has done it all.
However, the former supermodel prizes
one achievement among the rest.
According to a 2007 interview in “The
Guardian,” a United Kingdom news pub
lication, Banks prizes her new position
as a role model and champion for young
women and girls and is striving to quell the
objectification of women’s bodies.
Banks’ familiarity with the topic of poor
body image has stemmed throughout her
career and once again, reared its ugly head
recently.
According to “The Guardian,” a mere
six weeks after Banks had left Victoria’s
Secret, several images from a photo shoot
in Australia featured photos of Banks in,
what the article refers to as, “various
unflattering angles.”
The headlines formulated by the tabloids,
such as “America’s Next Top Waddle” and
“Tyra Pork Chops” served as the fuel that
gave Banks the momentum she needed to
strike out on her campaign against the poor
body image afflicting young women and
girls as a result of the objectification of
women’s bodies in the media.
Banks made it clear in the interview
with “The Guardian” that the fuss over the

Tyra Banks strikes a pose on body image issues

photos could have died shortly after.
“If I was embarrassed or ashamed or
had lower self-esteem, I would have hid.
I would have just looked at those pictures
and said, ‘Oh my gosh, I want them to go
away,”’ said Banks. “And I know how the
press works. I’ve been in the industry for
so long. You ignore stuff and it tends to go
away, so I could have made it go away;
those pictures would be forgotten... But
no, something made me think, then, and
made me say, ‘Look, this is absolutely
ridiculous.’”
Banks used her daytime talk show to
launch back an attack at her critics when
she announced that they could as she put
it, “Kiss my fat [expletive].”
“Well hasn’t she made her career off
of glorifying her body? So, wouldn’t that
make her a hypocrite?” said Nicole Lynch,
senior. Kings Park, N.Y.
Warner Bros/ Mark Davis
She asserts in her interview with “The
Tyra
Banks
laughs
off
the
comments
her
critics
have
made
about
her weight
Guardian” that her response was triggered
not as much for herself as it was for oth
ers.
Banks has used her celebrity in addition point to sounding stupid,” said Jocelyn
“Even if I had been 200 pounds, would to the power of being the producer of her Brickett, junior, Thomaston. “The result is
that make me ugly and disgusting? Because own talk show to address issues that relate that people ignore what she’s saying rather
that’s what they were saying I was. And if to young women and girls in the world than embracing the message she is trying
they’re saying that, they’re saying that to today, using her personal experiences as a to spread.”
every woman; and so many women are foundation.
Whatever opinion one holds, it is clear
200 pounds, so many do have that shape,
“I think that the idea itself is good, but that Banks is striving to change the way
so that means that you’re telling those she isn’t quite the woman to do it because the media depicts women and the way
women they’re ugly and disgusting,” said she blows things out of proportion so women, young and old, view themselves.
Banks.
much that it goes from exaggerating the
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Lifehouse will take the stage tomorrow night at the Pitt Center.

Laura Scaglione
Staff Reporter
, From The Pussycat Dolls, the Black
Eyed Peas, and Dashboard Confessional
to the much-anticipated fall concert:
Lifehouse is coming to SHU.
This Friday, get ready to rock out with
another one of your iPod favorite bands
at the William H. Pitt Center. The con
cert starts at 8 p.m. with doors opening
at 7 p.m.
Tickets went on sale at Hawley Lounge
and at local F.Y.E. locations and accord
ing to the Student Union, had a similar
sale turnout to the university’s other
concert ticket sales.
“I’m really excited to see Lifehouse,”
said, Erin Cunningham, senior, Hoboken,
N.J. “Their songs are great and I’ve
heard they put on an awesome show.”

Marking the official kick-off of their
first headlining tour, Sept. 15 marked a
monumental day for the band. The stop
at Sacred Heart is just one of 22 cities
that the rocking trio plans to invade.
“I am so excited to see Lifehouse
on Friday. I have always listened to
their music and I really hope they play
‘Hanging by a Moment,’ it’s my favor
ite,” said Katelyn Fitzsimmons, junior,
Brooklyn N.Y.
Lifehouse recently put out their fourth
album entitled Who We Are. The band
will cover fan-favorites like “Spin,” “You
and Me,” and their new smash singles
“First Time” and “Broken.” With all
the radio airplay the album Who We Are
allows Lifehouse to be exactly who they
are, a rock band with a gift for melodies
and lyrics that touch people.
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—Features--------Rev those engines to rally for Sherwood
Jason Hey
Staff Reporter
During a former stu
dent’s time of need, fellow
members of the college com
munity lend a helping hand.
In last week’s paper, the
sports section revealed the
heartbreaking account of the
2007 graduate and former
wrestler named Sherwood
Fendryk.
For those that are still
unaware, this past July,
Sherwood was riding his
motorcycle around his home
town in upstate New York
when he got into a serious
accident.
He
sus
tained many major injuries,
the worst of which resulted
with the amputation of his
left leg below his kneecap.
During
Sherwood’s
enrollment, his peers looked
upon him as a model student
athlete.
“He was one of the
most dedicated and talented
athletes I have ever been
privileged to worked with,”
said Sean Eagan, senior, St.

James, N.Y.
“He was a gentle
man; respected by many
for his relentless determi
nation to reach his goals,”
said Tom Sullivan, senior,
Narragansett, R.I.
After this unfortunate
event, two fellow members
of the Sacred Heart com
munity are coordinating a
motorcycle rally fundraiser
on campus for Sherwood.
“The purpose of the
event is to raise money to
help Sherwood pay-off the
mountain of debt he is accu
mulating as a result of his
injuries and treatment,” said
one of the event’s coordi
nators Matt Semel, assistant
criminal justice professor.
New York, N.Y.
It will be called “Rally
4 Sherwood,” and is planned
to take place on October 20,
as long as cooperation from
public safety and FLIK is
attained. .
The rally will begin with

a motorcycle ride along a
designated route that will
start in Stamford and end in
the North lot on campus.
“I’m hoping for around
60 plus bikes,” said the other
evemt coordinator, Chris
Gradilone, sophomore. East
Patchogue, N.Y.
Upon arrival to campus
there will be a barbeque and
a raffle for the expected large
group of riders. There will be
an entry fee for all who want
to participate in the event.
This money along with what
is raised in the raffle will all
go to Sherwood.
“Just because Sherwood
graduated does not mean he
is no longer a member of
the Sacred Heart family. He
is and always will be,” said
Semel.
Gradilone feels a con
nection to Sherwood as well,
but has a different outlook.
“I am a rider. When
someone goes down, it’s just
the right thing to do to help

another rider out. You
don’t need to know anoth
er rider to feel connected,”
said Gradilone.
Semel greatly admires
.Gradilone for his determi
nation.
“Chris
Gradilone
deserves much of the cred
it for this event. He came
up with the idea and has
been working selflessly to
make sure we can pull it
off,” said Semel.
Even though Chris
rides a motorcycle, he does
not know Sherwood.
“There is no better
illustration of the Sacred
Heart mission than Chris’
mission to help Sherwood,”
said Semel.
The only problem is
both Semel and Gradilone
have been trying to contact
public safety and FLIK for
two weeks with no response.
Without their cooperation,
the rally cannot take place.

Contributed Photo

Rally 4 Sherwood will raise money to assist in
paying for his medical bills and treatment.

The pBase of Fuze
Francesca Grasso
Staff Reporter
This year’s craze; Fuze.
The new health conscious drink
in FLIK and Outtakes, Fuze seems to
be the new drink sensation on campus.
According to drinkfuze.com, there are
four official categories that Fuze offers;
Slenderize, Refresh, Tea and Vitalize.
Each category offers a variety of
flavors but all have one thing in common,
they claim to help keep you fit and give
you “all the taste without the waste.”
FLIK is happy to see that people are
trying and enjoying the new product.
“The sales are phenomenal. The
product is just as big as the Enviga
Energy Drink was last year. People
are purchasing Fuze like crazy, it might
even exceed Enviga’s sales,” said Walter
Ward, FLIK Operations Manager. “I am
very excited about the drink this year.”
Cashiers at Outtakes have definitely
taken notice to where most of their sales
are going as well.
“Fuze sales are great right now. So
many people come in here quickly just
to pick up Fuze,” said Jason Bellido,
Outtakes cashier.
With slogans on the Fuze website
such as “Fuze it and lose it,” “Refresh
your soul,” and “Revitalize yourself’ it is
hard not to question if all of the vitamins
and minerals the drink claims to have are
working.
“It hypes up the vitamins and miner
als it has in the drink. It actually needs
to be eaten with a meal to work,” said
Chris Lee, senior, Bayside, N.Y. “All in
all I think it is a good tasting drink but

not that healthy.”
A professional personal trainer from
Fitness 4000 in Bridgeport agreed.
“The only way that you are going
to lose weight is if you are drinking
this after switching from soda or some
thing very high in sugar. It is only ten
percent juice, which is not that healthy.
It is not a fat burning miracle,”said
Alan Tomczykowski, Personal Trainer,
Bedford, Mass. “Licensed dietitians or
nutritionists will say it works though.”
On the website. Fuze not only talks
about the weight loss but also the vita
mins in the drink that can help create
healthy skin, healing and energy boosts.
“Research has not proved the weight
loss but it can help balance blood sugars
and increases, the usage of fat as an ener
gy supplement which will in fact give
you more energy,” said Tomczykowski.
Sacred Heart’s Fuze sales are still
booming regardless of if the drinks are
healthy or not. The students seem to
appreciate the great taste and at least
can feel as though they are drinking
something that can potentially be good
for them.
“The best thing to drink is water,”
said Lee. “Nothing is better for you than
that.”
Healthy or not, it does not seem to
make a difference to students and faculty.
Whether one needs an extra boost in the
morning for breakfast or a great tasting
drink for lunch. Fuze seems to be one of
the most popular drinks being purchased
on campus.

Win $250!
Gift Card
to Westfield Shopping Mall
• Fill out a Personal & Social
Responsibility Survey

• Sent to your SHUmail
by Matt Telvi, S.G. President
• Complete PSR Survey
by October 5tb
• Contact: Denise Tiberio
tiberiod@sacredheart.edu
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Career Development helps students market themselves
Sarah Mugavero
Staff Reporter
Having trouble creating your resume
or landing a job interview?
Do not stress. Career Development
has come to your rescue.
Career Development uses techniques
* CURRENTSTUDEMT
BACXTOi
that best benefit every students needs by
I »m a currant ctufient and X want tos
holding many workshops for students who
► «CarreflrStadml
need guidance with creating resumes.
* Choose My Major
Understand tfie process involved in choosirtg a rrsajer.
’
tn Success
Rick DelVecchio, Director of Career
Cheoaa mv capeeef ak
> “ Prospective Stutfent
Placement and Heather Marchand,
Hatch majors to occupations and learn what ether options and
Assistant Director of Career Placement,
materials are availabte to assist in CBreer decisions,
work very hard for the students and offer
Bagtara warttshcpe and evants oTfered thrcuahauttha year
great advice.
Obtein the information you need to make a decision about
“The staff in Career Development
continuinfi your education.
Leant about resQurcvs specifically for graduate students, including
works on an individual basis with each stu
scsdemic and professional assistance.
dent to ensure that they have all the infor
find
iobs^ internshios or
wavs te own work
aomartence.
mation they need to make the best choices
Explore internships and a variety of programs avaflable for SHU
for their career from freshman year all the
fttiidents.
Register for orKampus interviewing, cone te Career Workshops
way through to graduation and beyond,”
T»B
abxMit aw leidawM^te vcw rccentlv comiitetetf
said DelVecchio.
One very influential service that Career
Placement holds is Resume Workshops.
“These workshops are designed to Students can log onto the Career Development website to get helpful
assist students in developing a resume and jobs, internships and how to make their resume professional.
leaming how to confidently approach the
internship or full-time job-search process,” said Marchand Career Placement staff help with, they have other pro
grams for internships along with helping the students find
and DelVecchio.
their career paths.
The department will offer 10 sessions that will be
On the web. Career Development offers an e-recruitheld throughout the fall semester and 15 sessions through
ing site that is active 24 hours a day. This allows students
out the spring semester.
to Search for jobs and submit resumes. E-recruiting also
These resume workshops hold a lot of helpful tips for
gives access to the online calendar of events, workshops
students.
“We will cover everything from drafting resumes to and career resources. Students can also set individual
creating cover letters to a review of job search tactics,” appointments with career counselors.
“We work with the student every step of the way
said Marchand. -- innmaiMmfliiiiiiiiiiiiiri ^ jii r^iirrTBWMiaiaiinT^
......... ..................
.......
T
iiriTirMfftTaiM-^
‘Resume workshops are not all DelVecchio and the helping with everything from creating their resume to

conducting a mock interview with them
prior to their first meeting with their new
employer,” said DelVecchio.
Ian Garrison, a senior, got to under
stand how helpful Career Placement really
was. Garrison attended career fairs that
were held, which helped him in getting his
resumes out.
“I want to be involved in sports, and
career development guided me to sports
management. I was unsure of where I
wanted to go my first two years in school,
and Career Placement helped me out,” said
Garrison, senior, Carmel, N.Y.
Students worry day-to-day if they are
going to find the job of their dreams or
even have a job when they get out of col
lege.
“For my resume. Career Development
turned it from a piece of paper with my
information on it, into something profes
Kate Brindisi sional,” said Garrison.
tips about
In addition to the traditional programs
Career Development offers, there are definitely new things to look forward to.
“There are a few new or enhanced programs and
events that we have in store for the students this year,”
said Marchand.
One event is the Career Comer, which is at the Mobile
Career Center. This will provide students with assistance
that need a quick critique of their resume or an answer to
a quick career question.
In all the confusion and emotional stress finding that
first job or career choice. Career Development can guide

IN TH€ SPOTLIGHT: Break out the tool

Its

Allie Pohevitz
Staff Reporter
Let’s build a house.
Kaitlin Gerberville is one of a kind;
a real handyman who has communities
everywhere thanking her for her dedica
tion to the nationwide club. Habitat for
Humanity.
Every year a group at Sacred Heart
makes it their mission to help out those
who are less fortunate. Gerberville, the
president of Habitat on campus, is the one
who this group looks towards for inspira
tion and leadership.
Starting up fundraisers, helping build
new houses and renovating old ones are
just some of the ways that Habitat for
Humanity gives back to the community.
“I was part of community connec
tions my freshman year and that’s what
gave me my first taste of Habitat. I had
done other community service things in
high school and through my church but
nothing quite like this,” said Gerberville,
senior, Hillsborough, N.J.
As a freshman, Gerberville decided to
take on the task of running for President of
Habitat where she has been the leader for
the past three years.
By her side is Vice President and best
friend, Shane Dolan.
The two met at community connec
tions freshman year where they both start
ed their involvement in Habitat.

With plans to
Wilh Habilat for Hum
ough
up another three to four*^«mnmunity connection'- it wasn’t until

The Spectrum/ Holly Finncran

Kaitlin Gerberville gets ready for her last year as
President of Habitat for Humanity.

Gerberville has her work
cut out for her.
These trips are set up
to encourage students to
donate their time to help
out others around the
world, not just around
Connecticut.
“Our goal is continu
ing awarencs.s and getting
people involved. The prob
lem is enormous, but we
are making progress every
day, especially with all of
the work we are doing.
Kaitlin does an incredible
job with all that she does
for the group. She has
really brought it to where
it is today,” said Dolan,
senior, Bristol, R.I.
Dolan is not the only
one who thinks Gerberville
is doing extraordinary
things with Habitat.
Megan Wood, alumni.
Port Jefferson, N.Y. who cur
rently works in the Service
Learning Office also got her

getting invohed on wucl^nds, the same
time as Gerberville.
“Kaitlin is absolute^ an asset to
Habitat. She wiufci very l^rd and she is
very organized^Wch hxs helped to really
turn this grou^fcuiid,^^w Wood.
As her senior year^Smes closer and
closer to an end, Gerberville is trying to
accomplish as much as she can before she
turns over her role as president to a new
leader.
“1 know Habitat is really going to miss
Kaitlin when she leaves,” said Wood.
With her hammer in hand, and tool
belt strapped on tight, Gerberville is ready
to make a difference, one house at a time.

Do You or Someone You Know
Deserve to he Featured “tn the
Spotlight?”
'\
If so. e-mail Anne Dunne at
dunneaC"’sacredhcart.edu or Courtney .
Kohlotf at kohliificfu saeieilheait.edu.

Explain why you think you .tie spot
light woithy and ni.iybe you will be the
ork feutuied ni oui next issue!
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Drop homecoming game to Dukes; Fink injures ankle in second quarter
Staff Heporter

Ou the Dukes next possession. Chansler Davis, Islip Terrace.
N.Y.
and Jason Richardson. Malden Mass., combined to force
ft was a heart breaking homecoming weekend for Sacred
Duquesne
first turnover after a hit by Davis on quarterback Kevin
Heart, as it lost to Duquesne 30-23 in overtime before a crowd of
Rombach, Harrisburgh, Pa., resulted in a fumble recovered by
3,356 at Campus Field.
The loss drops the Pioneers to 2-2 on the season after starting Richardson.
‘"ft gave us a lot of momentum which carried us tliroughout
a perfect 2-0.
the
rest
of the game, we’re going to have to make plays like that
“I’m happy we showed some resiliency as a team, but we
all
year
to be competitive in the NEC. It’s also nice to know that
need success. Hut overall, I w'ouldn t say 1 m happy, said head
when you do get a turnover for your team we have guys like
coach Paul Gorham.
John Wilson, BkMimfield. blocked a punt in the fourth and Payne who everyone has* confidence in that he can put ball in the
scooped up the loose ball and brought it 18 yards for the score. end zone, if everyone keeps looking to the defense for turnovers
However, junior kicker Joe Schroeder, Jackson, N.J., missed the we expect that the offense will score off of theta and dial’s what
point after attempt, keeping the game tied at 23-23 and headed they’ve been doing so far, “ said Richardson.
Getting the football back in his hands it was Rak’s turn once
for overtime,
Wilson would eventually be named the NEC defensive again to lead the team down the field. As the Pioneers faced a
crucial fourth and four to keep the drive going, Fink hit Jason
player of the week.
The Dukes won the toss in overtime and elected to take the Payne, Cortlandt Manor, N.Y, on the right side, which resulted in
a 40-yard touchdown.
ball. Eventually, they took a 30-23 lead off a Greg Hough
“ft was a great play call that put ns in the position to get «s
down run.
No room for error and no Dale Fink, who was lost in the sure first down but the way the play was executed it ended in a
touchdown.” said Payne.
second quarter to a high ankle sprain.
The Pioneers would take a 14-10 lead but it would not hold
The game was put into Tyler McKeon’s hands and the Pioneer
for
long
as the Dukes would end up having a 20-14 lead at half
offense got a pass interference call when Henley was roughed up
in the back of the end zone, the flag would put the Pioneers on the
Mckeon, Worcest^, Mass., who struggled at first but soon
8- yard line. The next play McKeon was intercepted tmd the game
fimad
confidence as be delivered a 42-yard pass to Henley.
would end with the Pioneers losing 30-23.
Confidence
in Sacred Heart’,s other freshman play-caller
Duquesne struck first in tire back and forth game, marching
will
he
desperately
needed, since Fink’s .status for Saturday is
down the field and scoring on the first drive of the game.
”I don’t think anyone was really down or intimidated after qnesticmable.
’Fhe Pioneers will kick off Northeast Conference competition
they scorerl on the first drive because that happened to us when
uc played ,\^,■:umptlon :ind then we shut tlicm down the lest ot die
game We all kept our he.ids up and maintained a good altitude a,s
Ouqtiesne.................. 7 13 3 0 7-30
a \\hole. 'I he deiense played hard all game, we made some impor
Sacred
Heart.............. 14 0 0 9 0-23
tant stops when we needed to. 1 dunk we n.ere just lacking locus
Records:
Duquesne 1 2. S.icicd Heart 2-2
and made too many mental mistakes, said junioi Rich Marrone,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Rcceinng leader: Hocker fl); ‘)6 yards
The team turned to Fink. Swansea, III. lor an answer and he
Passing
leader: Roinbaeh £D) 31^ yar<te, I TD
delivered with a 79-yard drive ending with a 26 yard touchdown
pass to senior wide out Joey Henley. Kent. Wash.
Spectrum
Holly
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Remembering Bill Gonillo

W. v-ball making progress

Brian Fitzsimmons
Editor-in-chief

Emily Gumbs
Staff Reporter
After only winning three matches last season, the Sacred Heart women’s volley
ball team has now won four matches this season after winning twice at the Sacred Heart
Invitational and finishing second.
The Pioneers, 4-9, defeated St. Francis of New York and Providence College by
3-0 scores. The only loss was to University of Maryland- Eastern Shore, 3-1.
New coach Rob Machan is happy with the team’s progress, especially against
Providence college, who beat the Pioneers 3-0 last weekend.
“They beat us pretty good at their place last week so it was nice to see us play so
well today,” said Machan. “The girls have worked very hard in practice to be able to try
and bring how they have practiced
into the gym for their match. It
was a good win. It’s nice to see
the girls being rewarded for their
hard work.”
The Invitational start
ed Saturday night with a game
between UMES and Providence,
that UMES won three games to
two. After that match. Sacred
Heart easily defeated St. Francis
3-0 with game scores of 30-19,
30-21 and 30-19.
The Pioneers played
UMES in their first match on
Sunday and won the first game,
30-28. Maryland-Eastern Shore
took control after that and won
the next three games to take the
match. UMES went through the

31

whole Invitational without losing
Greg Raymond/SHU Athletics

a match to win the title.
The final match of the tournament was between SHU and 9-5 Providence.
Sacred Heart and freshman Courtney Kidd-Kadlubek, Santa Barbara, Calif., had her best
match of the weekend to help SHU win the first game 30-27.
The second game went into overtime before the Pioneers won 32-30. The
third game was close as well, before the Pioneers took control at the end to win 30-25.
Kidd-Kadlubek finished the Providence match with nine kills and 29 assists to lead the
Pioneers.
Junior Kendra Sloan, Bristow, Va., was named to the All-Tournament team from
SHU with 30 kills, four digs, and four blocks.
“I am really proud of the way we played today,” said Sloan. “We were really orga
nized this week to prepare. I think we are progressing more with every match.”
Sophomore Annie Archer, Littleton, Colo., was also named to the All-Tournament
team with 31 kills, five service aces, six digs, six blocks and led the team in attack per
centage at .364.
“Beating Providence was a big accomplishment. We worked hard in practice to be
able to beat them. We have gotten better over the past couple months and have been play
ing better against teams that have beaten us in the past,” said Archer.

Our fiiendship started my freshman year as an Athletic Communications depart
ment work-study. It conceivably could’ve began when Seth Kaplan, the Pitt Center’s
event staff director, would order pizza for his workers and leave the remains in my
boss’ office.
The men’s basketball team opened their 2004 season against Albany on Nov. 19
and a couple minutes into the game, that’s when I saw a jolly man lugging a News
12 camera over his burly shoulder. With his free hand, he patted me on the back and
said, “Hey kiddo, where do they keep the pizza around here?”
I was a new face trying to break into the Fairfield County sports. I would later
learn that he was Fairfield County sports.
Bill Gonillo worked as the sports anchor for News 12 Connecticut for the past
12 years and redefined what many perceive as hard work. He would be at every
sports game. Whether it be a Sacred Heart basketball game, Fairfield University
soccer game, an Amity high school baseball game or a charity golf tournament, he
would be there lugging that camera around and joking with everyone in sight.
That was classic Bill Gonillo.
He taught me how to enjoy work. This past weekend, Bill, a diabetic, was found
dead in his home. On Monday, News 12 reported it was from natural causes, but at
44 years young, it was way too soon.
It was a tradition for him to brighten everyone’s day. He sure did that for me
for the past three and half years I had the pleasure of knowing him. We worked
along side each other at Sacred Heart events, Fairfield University games, Bridgeport
Sound Tigers and Bluefish games, last year’s MAAC basketball tournaments and in
various other places. During all those times, it became a routine for him to smile at
me and call me ‘kiddo.’
•
Two weeks ago at the women’s soccer game at Campus Field, he approached
me and gave me a high-five. We greeted each other and talked about how stoked
we were for the college basketball season to come. Bill was always great at making
^ everyone - no matter who they. werej.feel like one of the guys.
***** ■ffieh.'^walkihg awaywith his camera, he patted me on the back and said, ‘1*11
see you soon kiddo.”
,
That was the last I saw Bill.
, As a very animated, not to mention extremely talented, television reporter,Ji
was a true professional. Taking a day off was beyond the realm of possibility and
lazy wasn’t in his vocabulary. His dedication shined and his personality comple
mented a rather prestigious trophy shelf of accomplishments. He was a three-time
recipient of the Associated Press “Broadcaster of the Year” award and conducted pre
and post game shows for the Hartford Whalers once upon a time.
A close friend of mine and former intern for Bill at News 12, always shares
funny stories of Bill and how he would never want anyone to help him with work.
Many people have told me how wonderful of a man he is. I didn’t need to be told
that though.
MSG network’s Mike Quick said it best: “Fairfield County sports will never be
the same.”
A playful kid at heart. Bill sure did make a difference.
We’ll miss you kiddo.

I

W. soccer ties Retrievers fall to Rams
Jacqueline Sweeney
Assistant Sports Editor
•i -J&
This past weekend the Sacred Heart women’s soc
cer team continued their season with two more games.
On Friday September 21, they tied the University of
Maryland-Baltimore County at home, and on Sunday,
fell to the University of Rhode Island, 4-0.
The Pioneers were under a lot of pressure going into
Friday’s game since they were still looking for their first
win of the season. The team started off the first half
dominating over UMBC.
Seventeen minutes into the game, senior Lisa
Nowakowski, Rocky Hill, scored her first goal of the
season. The Pioneers held the 1-0 lead going into half
time.
In the second half, the Pioneers held off a relentless
UMBC attack until the 80^^ minute, when UMBC fresh
man Ashley Singer put a shot past Pioneer freshman

keeper, Meghan Reichelt Seldon, N.Y. to tie the game
at 1-1.
The'game headed to overtime where it remained
tied, leading to a second overtime. Despite several
efforts by UMBC, Reichelt stayed strong turning away
two shots by the Retrievers.
“It was a boost to us as a team to receive the out
come we did, however we know that we have to dig even
deeper now to continue to get outcomes like this, and
even better. “We are a great team with a lot of potential,
but we just have to start proving it now. Once we fix our
little mistakes, I feel as if we will have a lot of success.”
said Megan Wosleger, junior, Rockville Centre, N.Y.
On Sunday, the women’s soccer team traveled up
to the University of Rhode Island for their second game
of the weekend.

The Pioneers played well together, but were still
not able to earn their first victory of the season. Small
mistakes early in the game allowed URI to score a goal
only five minutes into the game.
Going into halftime, URI led Sacred Heart 3-0.
Though the second half saw much better play from the
Pioneers, Sacred Heart was unable to come back .
“We struggled just the way we are now in the begin
ning of last season, however we are very confident as a team that we will pick it up and be successful in confer-.
ence.” Mary Dick, sophomore, Massapequa, N.Y.
The Pioneer’s next game will be October 5, against
Northeast conference rival Robert Morris.
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Milton Bradley: fun for the whole family
Have you
ever wanted to jaw
with an umpire
to the point of
self-injury? Ever
wanted to spit on
a league official
or poke him in the
face? Ever throw
a baseball bat at
someone in anger?
Do you think the
J. Andrew Horvath best way to deal with a
Sports Columnist
fan hecklidg you is to
jump into the crowd
and attack him? Then boy do we have a game for you!
Milton Bradley, the family company that
has brought you such classics as Ants in the Pants,
Battleship and Candyland, presents its newest addition
to the board game family;
Headcase.
Now adults and children of all ages can find out
what it’s like to be on the exploding end of professional
baseball player Milton Bradley’s attitude. Finally,
Bradley and the company that should be embarrassed to
share a name with him have created a game the whole
family can enjoy.
Headcase is the board game where you see exactly
what Padres center fielder Milton Bradley’s break
ing point is, and then push him beyond it! You race
around the board, hoping to poke and prod Bradley just
enough to get him to snap. But don’t worry, folks, even
after Bradley goes berserk in one town, the game is still
not over.

For a few minor-league prospects and a promise of
good behavior, everyone’s favorite troublemaker always
seems to get another chance. After all, having even a
little bit of talent in baseball (Bradley is hitting a lofty
.273 for his career) is like being a cat with nine lives.
Some team will always pick you up, even if you say
things like this: “I always complain about things and
start controversy because...It kind of motivates me.”
Game pieces are made of authentic targets of his
attacks, both physical and mental! It’s true, you can
choose managers Bradley has feuded with such as Bud
Black, Ken Macha, Grady Little, and Charlie Manuel.
You can be players he has criticized publicly, such as
Jason Giambi or Paul Lo Duca. Of course, let’s not
forget the most popular of all game pieces, the umpires:
Terry Craft, Joe West, and Mike Winters have all had
run-ins with the “temperamental” slugger.
If you’re in a bind, you can even be Dodger General
Manager Paul DePodesta, who after Bradley’s lat
est incident is quoted by ESPN as saying “When we
traded for Milton, I think we knew everything that came
along with it. We knew the past, we don’t necessarily
think that everything’s going to be completely differ
ent because he came to a different place. That’s fine. I
would take nine Milton Bradley’s if I could get them.”
As hyperbolic as the potential for a Milton Bradley
board game may seem, don’t lose track of the issue:
Milton Bradley, the baseball player, is a joke. His lat
est altercation with baseball officials will not be his last.
This four-game suspension is not enough of a deterrent
to make someone like Bradley change his attitude.
Was the incident with Winters entirely his fault?
No.
Winters will be reprimanded as well, considering

his taunting of Bradley did help facilitate the confronta
tion. However, is name-calling an excuse for violence?
“Well Judge, my wife called me a jerk, so that makes it
fine to slap her around, right?”
Why does an athlete get that kind of pass? Are they
immune from the ethical standards that bind everyone
else? Again, I will admit that the umpire in this specific
example as in fact wrong to taunt Bradley, but why can’t
at least one person be the bigger man? Winters’ failure
in the situation does not justify the failure of Bradley.
Why does Bradley lower himself to the level of the
chained-up junkyard dog, attacking the school children
that pass by daily to throw garbage at him?
It appears possible that Bradley was just waiting for
an excuse to confront someone he simply didn’t like.
It’s backwards justification, “give me a reason to [exple
tive] and I will.”
So, the junkyard dog becomes the bully by remov
ing its own chain to attack the umpire that was taimting
it. Taunting it over something that may not have even
happened intentionally. Something ihat stemmed from a
called strike. Something that happened during a base
ball game. It’s almost comical.
Almost.

I' Questions? Comments? E-mail
i J. Andrew Horvath and maybe
1 he will give you a piece of his
2 mind, if you are lucky

. soccer downs UM
Carolyn Bauer
Staff Reporter
On Friday, the men’s soccer
team defeated the University of Maine
1-0 on a goal by junior Jason Tessitore,
Orange, in the 69^^ minute of play.
The game remained scoreless
until freshman Mario Mililli, Shelton,
connected with Tessitore in front of the
goal.
“Mario played me a good
through ball and I turned in the box and
scored,” said Tessitore.
Tessitore recorded his first goal of
the season as he collected the ball and
sent it in the far comer of the net past
Maine’s goalkeeper, Nemanja Kostic,
New Belgrade, Serbia. .
The games result was similar to last
seasons meeting between Sacred Heart
and the Black Bears, when the Pioneers
won 1-0 on a goal scored by Tessitore.
The University of Maine out
shot the Pioneers 6-1 in the first half of
play and overall lead the shots 9-6 over
Sacred Heart., Kostic recorded one save
overall for Maine while Pioneer goal
ie, Matt Jones, junior, Stoke-on-Trent,
England, recorded four saves in the
game and his 3*"*^ shutout of the season.
“We tried making a few adjust
ments, and even though things did not
work out exactly how we would have
liked, we created more chances and we
were able to capitalize on one,” said
Luke Gagliardi, junior. North Branford.
Although the Pioneers picked up
another win that improved their record
to 4-3-1 so far in non-conference games,
the team feels they could have played
better overall.

“We didn’t have enough movement,
our touches were all over the place.
However, the fact that we still managed
to pull out a win showed some gritti
ness,” said Gagliardi.
Going into the second half of play
the Pioneers increased the intensity of
the game and tried to work together on
a stronger offense, which was lacking in
the first half.
“Every team has their good games
and their bad games. The best teams
find a way to win even when they play
badly.” said Jones.
The team will now have a long
break before the beginning of conference
games on Friday, October 5. The team
feels that having a break in their sched
ule will give them time to concentrate
on aspects of the game that need to be
worked on.
“I think we are going to have to
work hard over these next two weeks to
keep up and increase our fitness level,”
said Gagliardi.
Overall, the Pioneers have a posi
tive outlook on the upcoming confer
ence games and will be working hard
as a team to achieve one common goal:
winning.
“I feel we’re in great position for the
season. All we need to do is keep con
centration and focus and we will be'up
there challenging for the playoffs come
the end of the season,” said Jones.
The Pioneers next game will be at
home against Quinnipiac University on
Friday, October 5 at 3:30 p.m.

TAN MORE! PAY LESS!

Hollywood Tans Introduces
lower Prices on All Tamdng Packages

UNLIMITEDd^o’oo
TANNING

HOLLYWOOD TANS
STRATFORD
1345 Barnum Ave.
Stratford, CT

FAIRFIELD
2173 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT

NORWALK
440 Westport Ave.
Norwalk, CT

203-385-8555

203-336-8267

203-847-7755
’See salon for details.
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http://spectnjm.sacredheart.edu

UNWELCOMEDGUEST
Pioneers fall to Dukes on
Homecoming weekend
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BEARSEASON

Soccer puts down Black
Bears, 1-0
Af.

J
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